Introduction
We use a fixed point theorem for looally convex vector spaces, due to Sadovskii ([14] , Theorem 3.4.3)• to establish the existence of solutions on the half-line t >0 of differential and integral equations in Banaoh spaces. Throughout this paper, let H + = D » {(t,s)eR 2 :CK and let 8 be a-Banaoh space with norm||*||* We denote by L(E) the Banaoh algebra of bounded endomorphism of B with induoed norm 1.1. The set C(R + ,B) of all oontinuous functions from R + to B is a Freohet space whose topology is introduced by seminorms of uniform convergence on oompaot subsetB of 1R + . The measure of nonoompactness o<(W) of a nonempty bounded sublet W of B is defined by ot(W) -inf {e>Oi W admits a finite ooverinlg by sets of diameter 4 e} • Por the properties of a we refer e.g. to [4] or [8] ,
The closure of a set X, its diameter and its closed convex hull will be denoted by X, diam X and oo X, respectively. The sets F(X) (F mapping on I), tX (t real) and X 1 + Xg are defined as usual.
Let Y cC(R + ,B). We will use the notations
T(t) -{y(t)i yel} and J T(s)ds . jj y(s)dsi ye it.
The set Y is said to be equioontinuous if for eaoh oompsot subset I of ]R. + and every e>0 there exists a S >0 such that y eY and t', t"e I with |t'-t"| <5 imply || y(t' )-y(t" -994 -
Fixed point theorem
Therefore we state the fixed point theorem of Sadovskii In the following form.
If P is a continuous mapping of JC 0 into itself and < $ 0 (Y) for arbitrary nonempty subset T of XQ with $ 0 (Y)>e, then P has a fixed point in XQ. t" r^t' , J y(s)ds, y(t)j -f^t", J y(«)ds, y(t)^ <£ for y € X, t el and t', t" e I with |t' -t"| < <^ (8) .
Differential equations with implicit derivative
Consider the set 3C 0 of y e X possessing the following property: for each bounded subset I of E + , £ >0 and |t'-t") <ij(£), t'.f'eí , there holds || y(t')-y(t")|| < (1-C(I) )~1£. The set X0 is a olosed oonvex eq uioontinuous and bounded subset of C(R + ,B). 
n n seln n and (see [9] , p.476)
Let P0>(1 -2o n)*" 1k n» 11 -1.2,..., and L(t) = 1 on R + . How, from inequality (1) and all assumptions of Sadovskii s theorem are satisfied, F has a fixed point in XQ whioh completes the proof.
Almost linear differential inequalities
Let S be a cone in E and let ^ denote the partial order induoed by S (i.e., x^xg means that x2-x.,eS). Assume that T: R + --L(B) is a continuous mapping such that jr»{T(t): t^o} is a positive semigroup of class (CQ). This section concerns inequalities of the form y' (t) =i Ay(t) + f(t,y(t)) -997 -where A la the infinitesimal generator of 7 and f ie an E-valued function defined on R + x E. For definitions and other details we refer to [6] and [16] , Theorem 2. Let f be uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of 1R + * E and let on R + . Then there is a continuous solution y of the equation t y(t) = T(t)yo(0) + J T{t*s)f(!ety(s))ds 0 with y0(t)^y(t) and ||y(t)|| <:cp0(t) for te]R + . Proof* Let X0 denote the set of all y € C(R + ,E) satisfying the following conditions: y0(t) ^y(t), || y(t)|J <cpo(t) and bit') -y(t")||^|T(t') -T(t")| ||y0(0)|| + t" t' + I |T(t"-s)| g(s, (f>Q(s) )ds + J |T(t' -s)-T(t"-s)|g(8t<p0(s))ds -998 -for teR + and t',t"eR + with t'^ t". The continuous operator If x',x"eE and w' ,w"6W± satisfy ||x'-T( t-s)w'|| <£ and II x"-T(t-8)w"|| <e, then || x'-x"||ii||x'-T(t-s)w'|| + || T(t-s)w' -T(t-s)w"|| +
+ || T(t-s)w" -x"||< 2 £ + | T(t-e)| diam W±< <2t+|T(t-s)| ( e +ot(f[s,Y(s)]).

Therefore, a(T(t-s)f[s,Y(s)] 2£ +| T(t-s)| ( £ + o({f [s,Y(8)] ))
and the inequality (2) is proved* Using estimate (2) one easily finds that, for a positive integer n and te[0,n],
<*(F[Y](t)) =<*( J T(t-s)f[s,Y(s)]ds ) ^
^ 0 ' t t ^ Ja(T(t-s)f[s,Y(s)])ds$ J | T( t-s)| a (f[s,Y(s)] )ds^ 0 0 t / s , < kn-J L(s)o^(y(b) )ds< kn> sup expf-pn J L(6)d6L(Y(b))x q 0$s$n 0 ' t , e \ / t > x | L(s)expipn | L(6 , )deijds< P^'k^a^P ( pn J L(s)ds 0 ^ 0 ' ^ 0 x sup exp ( -p L(6)d6 a(Y(s)){ Ois^n V n I / i.
e., $0(P[Y]) < $0(Y) whenever $O(Y)>0
. This completes our proof. Let xe E. Suppose that there exists a locally bounded funotion <p0 of IR + into itself such that t <P0(t)>g(t,llx||) + J G(t,s,(f0(s))ds 0 for t eR + . Then (Vx) has a solution y e CQR + ,E) with || y(t)||< ^ cpQ(t) on R + .
Volterra integral equations
Consider the Volterra integral equation t (Vx) y(t) = h(t,x) + | H(t,s,y(s))ds, 0 where xeB, h and H are E-valued functions defined on 1R + * E and D X B, respectively. Assume throughout this section that 1° H is continuous and tH»h(t,x) is a continuous mapping for each fixed xeE, 2° ||h(t,x)|!<g(t;||xl|) and | H( t ,s,x)|| < G( t ,s,|| x||) for teR + , s e [0,t] and xeE, where g is a nonnegative function and G is a continuous function such that ri-^G(t,s,r) is a nondecreasing mapping for each fixed (t,s) in D,
Proof. Let cM -sup {<p0(t): 04t<.M}. Denote by XQ the set of all y e C(R + ,E) suoh that ||y(t)|| $(pQ(t) on R + and
II y(t' ) -y(t")||^||h(t',x) -h(t",x)l| + + sup 11| f (H(t' ts,w)-H(t",s,w))dsJ:||w||^ cM l + | G(t",s,oM)ds 0 -If
for eaoh M>0 and Os$t'< t"^M. The set XQ is olosed and bounded. Applying condition 3° we infer that XQ is a equioontinuous subset of C(R + ,E).
Define a mapping 7 by t (Fy)(t) =-h(t,x) + | H(t,s,y(s)1ds for yeC{R + ,E). 0
It is easy to show, by the Lebesgus dominated convergence theorem and equicontinuity of XQ, that P is a continuous mapping from XQ to C(R + ,B). If y e XQ, then we oan write t || g(t,||xlD + | G(t,s,||y(s)|| )ds^Cp0(t) on IR* 0 and ||(Fy)(t') -(Py)(t")||<||h(t',x) -h(t",x)|| + t' + || J (H(t' ,s,y(s)) -H(t",s,y(s)))ds|| + 0 t" + j G( t" ,s,||y (s)|| )de < ||h( t' ,x) -h(t",x)|| + t' 
for y e Y. Henoe 
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The stability of (V^) is investigated by assuming stability properties of (SVp).
let the zero solution of (SVQ) be stable. Then it is easy to see that for any £>0 there is a S>0 such that || x || <S implies that there exists a continuous function wx mapping R + into itself such that wx(t) <e and t wx(t) = g(t,||x||) + J G(t,s,wx(s))ds 0 holds onlR + . Therefore applying Theorem 3 to the function <p0 = wx we obtain the following result. If h(t,0) ho, g(t,0)= 0, H(t,s,0) = 0 and G(t,s,0)= 0 (so that (VQ) and (SV0) admits the trivial solution), then the stability of the trivial solution of the equation (SVQ) implies likewise the stability of the trivial solution of {V0).
Admissibility and integral equations
In this part we oonsider the problem of the existence of solutions for the equation t y(t) = h(t) + J K(t,s)f(s,y(e))ds, 0 where h and f are B-valued funotions defined on ]R + and IR + * E, respectively, and K is a mapping from D into L(B). The method used here, is based bn the conoept of admissibility due to Corduneanu [2] . Put t (Ax) (tj) = | K(t.,3)x(s)d8, (Px)(t) -f(t,x(t)) 0
for x e C(|R + ,E). Let B^ and be given linear subspaoes of C(1R + ,B) which admit norms | • and | * |2» respectively. We suppose that B^ and B2 are Banaoh spaces stronger than C(IR + ,E) (i.e., if IXn-Xolj. -*-0, i« 1,2, as n -then xflxQ Now, proceeding as before, we infer that F has a fixed point inX0.
